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Metal artefacts are difficult to date from the time of their manufacture. It is not the age of the material that
requires dating, but the time at which the material was worked into its final shape. This often involves melting
and casting the metal to produce the final shape. We are interested here, in the production of some lead books,
originating in and around Jordan and often referred to as the “Jordan Codices”. These item have been very
controversial in their claimed origins. Some historians claiming them to be modern items of “tourist tat”and
others claiming them to be around 2,000 years old and providing keys to the gospels. The writings found on
them have proven almost impossible to translate. Until now there has been no way to demonstrate the true
nature of these items and much mystery and controversy surrounds them. We have previously managed to
show that the lead that these books are made from is deficient in 210Pb and is therefore at least 200 years
old, but this does not prevent someone using old lead to manufacture “modern artefacts”nor does it show the
items to be truly old.
We have now investigated a technique, used to date gold artefacts, to show demonstrate the true age of this
items. The technique measures the small amount of He released and captured in the metal by the gradual
decay of U andTh contamination in the original metal. The beauty of this technique is that when the metal is
melted the He is released, effectively starting the clock for the technique, so that we are able to measure the
time at which the metal was last melted, ie manufactured, not the age of the metal itself. We will give details
of this method and the preliminary results that we have found in analysing these artefacts.
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